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New Teachers:
May I take this opportunity to welcome you to the professional family of Morgan County Schools? We
are excited and encouraged that you have chosen to practice your craft in our school district.
The mission of Morgan County Schools is “to provide a quality education that enables each student to
reach his/her potential.” We are committed to a comprehensive system of support to assure this
outcome. As professional educators, we should project a positive attitude, enthusiasm, and concern for
our students. The result will be greater achievement, fewer discipline problems, and more pride in our
schools.
Let’s be united in our efforts to improve instruction, develop the highest degree of professionalism, and
promote a quality educational experience for all Morgan County students. As Central Office
administrators, we commit ourselves to assist you in this endeavor. Our Teacher Induction Program (TIP)
will prove its value to you as the year unfolds. Our Academic Coaches and other administrators will be
assisting you. We sincerely appreciate the work you do and your willingness to continue to grow in your
professional skills.
Much good work is a being done by Morgan County educators and students. Many exciting additional
improvements can be made. Our progress in these endeavors will be attributed to a strong commitment
to excellence by all faculty members. Let’s work to make Morgan County Schools all they can be.
Please feel free to discuss any ideas you may have with Central Office administrators. Suggestions for
improving your class, school, or the system are always welcome. We enjoy interaction with students and
seek invitations to be involved with your daily work. If we can be of assistance in any way, please let us
know.
Sincerely,
Edward L. Diden, Ed.D.
Director of Schools
Morgan County

WE ARE Morgan County Educators!

WE demonstrate our love of children.
WE hold a firm belief that all children can learn at high levels.
WE are passionate about closing the achievement gap.
WE are committed to preparing EVERY student for college or career.
WE are willing to engage in constant efforts to improve our schools.
WE are enthusiastic about developing an extraordinary school culture.
WE have the ability to put team before self.
WE practice assertiveness and presence.

Our Four Guiding Questions

What do we expect our
students to learn and be
able to do?

How will we know
if they learn it?

How do we respond when
students experience
difficulty in learning?

How will we respond when
students do learn?

Morgan County Schools offers opportunities to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

be a member of a Professional Learning Community that creates a school culture which
holds high expectations for all involved: teachers, staff, students, parents, and
community members.
develop rich learning opportunities that stimulate and raise students’ academic levels
and love of learning.
use critical and creative thinking to identify unique student needs and implement
appropriate strategies and instruction.
be part of the team, collaborating daily with other professionals on academic practice
and culture.
build strong relationships with students and families.
actively participate in personal professional development.
improve the minds and lives of our students.
give students exceptional opportunities to be successful in school, college and life.
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WELCOME
A very warm welcome to the teaching profession! Ours is a noble calling and a
wonderful career for all of us who care about kids. We want to offer you our
congratulations for choosing teaching, and our very best wishes as you begin your
career. What job is more important than helping students learn, grow, and become
active citizens in our democratic society? In today’s rapidly changing world, schools
and teachers play an increasingly crucial role in the lives of our young people.
On behalf of Morgan County Schools, we want to welcome you to our family. Whether you are a new
teacher or just new to our district, we will work together to assure our students have the very best
educational opportunities and will work toward the Morgan County Schools’ mission of providing
“a quality education that enables each student to reach his/her potential.”
Rationale for Teacher Induction Program: Teaching presents a unique challenge as a profession
because so much of its success is based on human interaction. Every school district puts its own
face on that interaction, and only through some immersion into school cultures can educators
grasp its overt as well as underlying dynamics and rhythms. The new teacher program is
designed to help teachers more effortlessly acculturate so that they may accomplish the overall goal
of educating Morgan County Schools’ students.
The Morgan County School Board has established the Teacher Induction Program (TIP) as a tenure
requirement. Novice teachers and newly hired veteran teachers are required to attend all meetings
in order to be eligible for tenure in Morgan County. A novice teacher is a teacher who is working
their first year in a licensed teaching position. A newly hired veteran teacher is any teacher who has
previous t e a c h i n g e x p e r i e n c e but is new to our district. Attendance at induction sessions will be
documented.
These meetings will provide practical information needed by teachers and will also provide education,
from a variety of voices in the community, regarding the mission and philosophy of the school system.

Some people go into teaching because it is a job.
Some people go into teaching to make a difference.
Harry and Rosemary Wong

This school year, we challenge YOU to make a difference.
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Induction Program Goals are to:
•
•
•
•
•

acclimate new employees to the policies and procedures of the Morgan County School District;
enhance and expand teacher effectiveness inside the classroom to improve student
achievement;
build a community of teachers who will work as a team to solve problems and offer mutual
support;
provide resources, a time and place to ask questions, solve problems, and voice concerns; and
provide ongoing support and training.

Professional Learning Communities (PLC)
Morgan County Schools has endorsed the concept that PLCs can have
a positive impact on student achievement. PLCs have been
established within each school as well as district wide. Therefore each
teacher may be involved in several PLCs. DuFour, DuFour, Eaker &
Mary (2006) define a PLC as “educators committed to working
collaboratively in an on-going process of collective inquiry and action
research for the students they serve. PLCs operate under the
assumption that the key to improved learning for students is
continuous, job-embedded learning for educators.”
Through the PLCs, the culture of the district can change from focusing on the correct content well taught
to a focus on ensuring that the students are learning. The focus is now on results, not good intentions.
Morgan County is making the shift from “cover the content” to “ensure student learning.” DuFour
notes that test scores will take care of themselves when educators are committed to ensuring that each
student masters essential skills and concepts in every unit of instruction. (p. 27)
You are now a member of the TIP Team 2 PLC! Also, you will be included in other PLCs based on your
assignments and responsibilities.
Appendix F contains general information about the structure and setup of Professional Learning
Communities

"The very essence of a learning community is a focus on
and a commitment to the learning of each student.”
DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many (2010)
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Curriculum

Instruction

Assessment

Curriculum

• What we teach
• Standards/Objectives

Instruction

• How we teach
• Strategies/Rigor

Assessment

• Progress/Achievement
• Quizzes/Tests/Reflections
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CURRICULUM
The curriculum that is taught in each grade and/or subject provides the framework for the development
of the instructional planning and delivery. Curriculum includes all of the courses of study in the school
system. Curriculum will contain content identified at the national, state and local levels of curriculum
design.
Carefully aligned curriculum prevents teachers from overlapping or skipping content in the instructional
program. Vertical alignment identifies a continuum of content from Kindergarten through high school.
Horizontal alignment (also known as pacing) ensures that all students are prepared for the next level of
instruction regardless of the school or teacher in the school.
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) will be fully implemented in all grades in the state by the
2013-14 school-year.

INSTRUCTION
Instruction has been defined as the act or process of instructing and the imparting of knowledge. It has
as synonyms such terms as enlightenment, edification, direction, and preparation.
Of the three components of the instructional process presented in the chart on the previous page,
instruction is the area which provides the greatest opportunity for the teacher to develop his or her own
personal style or individual approach. Teachers may draw upon their own experiences, preferences and
strengths to develop an instructional style that is both comfortable and effective.
Research has identified some areas that, when used consistently, contribute to the effectiveness of the
instructional program. Among these areas are classroom routines, organization, setup and instructional
strategies.

ASSESSMENT
Educational assessment is the process of documenting the knowledge, skills and attitudes of individual
students, classes, schools and districts. Assessment generally includes any activity used by a teacher to
gauge a learner’s progress.
Summative assessments are used at the end of a course or unit to assign grades and are evaluative.
Formative assessments are used throughout the course to aid in the planning of instruction and are
diagnostic.
The state of Tennessee has joined with 23 other states as part of the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC). This organization is a joint effort of these states to develop
the next generation of K-12 assessments for English and Math that will be aligned to the CCSS.
http://parcconline.org

“Teaching is touching life.” Jaime Escalante
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THE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
(“Learning 360 Framework” in the PD videos section of PD360)
Morgan County Schools has provided each teacher in the district a subscription to the PD360 online
professional development materials. There are hundreds of resources in this collection from which
teachers can select to improve his/her individual professional skills and understandings. The
information in this section of the document has been taken from The Learning Framework video
collection. The Learning Framework includes the following key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research has shown significant gains in student learning across the disciplines and in all grade
levels as they follow the proven practices of The Learning Framework.
The research-based model consists of three major components—a Quality Learning Target,
Assessment, and Instruction.
Each component is made up of Essential Elements. Additional Impact Elements influence and
support the Essential Elements.
Within the Learning Framework students take ownership of their learning and become
responsible students.
The primary focus is on creating optimum-learning conditions for overall student success.
Teachers discover that when they align what they believe, what they know, and what they want,
with what they do in the classroom, the results are remarkable.
Students are taken through an exercise of identifying what their job is as a student as well as
what the teacher’s job is, and why they are in school.

CURRICULUM
Teaching to Targets (Standards)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A quality learning target answers the question: What do I want students to understand and be
able to do? The “understand” is the major concept or target to be learned.
The target or major concept/big idea is taken from the comprehensive curriculum or standards
of learning.
A target must be clear, compelling, visible, and relevant.
Big ideas or “Big Rock” concepts are the essential understandings that provide the focus for a
unit of learning.
Skilled teachers demonstrate the use of targets in their classrooms with frequent reference to
the target throughout the lesson.
Each big idea, or big rock concept, in the curriculum has its own concept pattern allowing
students to see connections driving further understanding of the target.
As students discover their schema—the relationship of new learning to past experience—
retention will increase.
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Guiding/Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guiding/Essential Questions are a vital element in the Quality Learning Target. These questions
are purposeful and coherent and are sequenced to the instructional goals.
The Guiding Question is thought-provoking, stimulates learning, and causes students to wonder,
inquire, and connect the learning to the target.
Guiding Questions have no obvious right or wrong answer and must be open-ended and focus
students on the big idea or big concept target.
To help students find relevance in learning, design Guiding Questions that allow students to
make connections in their personal lives. Weave in words such as “you”, “we”, or “like.”
Students learn to answer Guiding Questions over time as they participate in daily lessons and
gain understandings and skills of the Learning Targets.
At the end of a lesson or a unit, students will have hit the target if they can answer the Guiding
Question.

“The people who get on in this world are the
people who get up and look for circumstances
they want, and, if they can’t find them, they
make them.”
George Bernard Shaw
INSTRUCTION
Cue Sets
•

•

•
•
•

A quality lesson always begins with a Cue
Set, or a hook, to capture the students’
attention and draw them into the lesson,
focusing the students on the Learning
Target.
The Cue Set provides the opportunity to
create the conditions for students to
activate their schema and relate to the
content.
Cue Sets are not driven by time and must
be flexible.
Effective Cue Sets include four important parts–Motivation, Purpose, Transfer, and Target.
There is no end to ideas that can be used as Cue Sets.
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Cue Set Ideas
There are a number of strategies and activities that can be used in a Cue Set. The following ideas
represent some examples. Add your own ideas to the list.
Role Play

Riddle

Music

Story or Anecdote

Divergent Questions

Guest Speaker

Field Trip

Smell and Taste
Associations

Charades

Poetry Reading

Visualization

Mystery Bag or Box

Sound and Touch
Associations

Research Puzzle

Scrambled Word

Quotations

KWL or KWHL (Know
Want Learn or Know
Want How Learn)

Demonstration

Suspense

Lab

Picture or Poster

Brainstorm Old Learning

Creation of
Experience/Need

Cartoons

Sentence Stems

Instruction and Modeling
•

•
•
•
•

Instruction focuses on the presentation of new information from the curriculum content,
making it real and personal for the students by calling on volunteers and non-volunteers to
make connections while always circling back to the target.
Instructional activities and materials should be challenging.
Effective teachers reinforce and reward student effort.
Teachers must model good learning for the students, particularly as they prepare students for
guided practice.
During instruction, the teacher should use concise communication and provide examples and
illustrations. Presentation of material should be in logical sequence and contain all essential
information.

Guided Practice/Independent Practice
•
•
•
•

Once a teacher has given the instruction and modeled the strategies students are expected to
work with, the students are ready to transition to guided practice.
The teacher must be highly involved as the students practice the skill or work with a new idea or
concept, moving toward answering the guiding question and hitting the target.
As the teacher monitors, he or she is consistently assessing how well the students understand.
Feedback from the teacher is essential in guided practice, providing correctives and making
adjustments. The teacher can saturate the classroom with success.
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•
•

The teacher must determine, after gathering evidence of student understanding, if the students
are ready to move to independent practice.
Independent Practice can take place in the classroom or at home and is an opportunity to
practice Process Skills along with the concept.

Closure
•
•
•
•

A lesson is not complete without bringing it to Closure to reinforce and assure understanding of
the learning taking students closer and closer to the target.
Closure locks in the learning.
Self-Assessment and other forms of Formative Assessment can be part of the Closure activity to
guide teacher planning for the next instructional time.
Numerous strategies can be used for Closure, but they must be quick and designed with clarity.

ASSESSMENT
Formative Assessment
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Assessment with its many forms and purposes provides the indicators
teachers must have to make strategic decisions in instruction.
Formative assessment or assessment FOR learning is ongoing and
requires checking-for-understanding throughout the course of a
given lesson.
One of the most powerful tools that teachers have to improve
student learning is feedback, provided it is followed by
immediate intervention and troubleshooting.
There are numerous strategies for Formative Assessment: Thumbs
up/thumbs down; observation; asking questions; listening; Think, Pair, Share; self-evaluation
rubrics; graphic organizers, etc.
Feedback must be immediate, specific, corrective, and evoke responsiveness among students to
improve.
Student must feel safe in their classrooms in order to let their teachers know that they do not
understand a concept.
Formative assessment must never be graded.

Self–Assessment in Formative Assessment
•
•

Self-Assessment is a critical part of Formative Assessment, putting responsibility on the students
for their own learning and informs the teacher of progress or problems.
Students must have a clear picture of the target they are expected to hit in order to self-assess
their level of learning.
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•
•
•
•
•

As teachers learn where the student’s personal evaluation stands, they can make adjustments in
instruction to fill in learning gaps identified by each student.
Students must be taught to self-evaluate, to see their own areas of weakness, and determine
what they need to do to improve.
A Self-Evaluation Rubric hanging in the classroom is a constant reminder for students to check
their own progress.
Many teachers have students write a number, based on the Self-Evaluation Rubric, on the
corner of their paper to be turned in.
A safe classroom climate is essential for students to feel that they can express their honest
evaluation of themselves.

Summative Assessment and Backward Design
•
•
•
•
•

By identifying a clear target and using the systematic practices of formative and self-assessment,
students know what they must do to demonstrate understanding on the final test.
The planning for Summative Assessment adheres to the research that the design of the test
becomes the next step, after identifying the target, and before planning the instruction.
Backward Design ensures that both assessment and instruction are enhanced when the design
of the assessment is done before the design of instruction.
Consider the purpose of the assessment and plan the form or method to match the purpose.
Explore effective strategies that provide evidence that students understand the concept/target.

Grades
Research has revealed these facts about grades:
•

•

•

Grading and reporting aren’t essential to instruction.
Grades are not related to teaching or learning well. What is
essential is how the teacher continually monitors and
assesses for the learning progress.
Grades have some value as rewards but no value as
punishments. Teachers should never use grades as
weapons, because this offers no educational value, and it
adversely affects student-teachers relationships.
Grading and reporting should always be done in reference
to learning objectives, never on a curve. Grading on the
curve pits students against one another and converts
learning into a game of winners and losers.

The primary role of a teacher is not to grade a student. The teacher’s main role is to help every student
reach the highest possible level of achievement. To teach for accomplishment, use objectives and a
criterion-referenced test.
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Rubrics can improve student learning. The rubric spells out how students can earn points or a grade on
a specific assignment. By using a rubric, the students know what performance is expected. This helps
students judge and revise their own work before handing in their assignments. (“The First Days of
School” Harry and Rosemary Wong, p. 267)
Effectiveness in interpreting the quantity and quality of each child's work will influence parental
attitudes toward the school and its program more than any other single factor. Reports are made to
parents at least four times a school year and use is made of the recognized methods that tend to make
the task meaningful and reliable. In addition, teachers and principals should be available, at reasonable
times, to confer with parents on the educational progress of their children.

Morgan County Schools has adopted the following grading system (Board Policy IHA):
A - Outstanding work ................................93-100
B - Above average .......................................85-92
C - Average .................................................75-84
D - Below Average .......................................70-74
F - Failing ....................................................... 0-69
Teachers should refer their questions to their school principal.
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BEFORE THE FIRST DAY
Prepare bulletin-board areas for display
•
•
•
•

Announcements
Calendar and current events
Different subjects
Student work

Prepare your classroom
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan the first day in detail.
Duplicate materials needed for the first week.
Prepare an outline for the first week.
Prepare the classroom arrangements and seating to provide individual and group learning.
Make signs for the room.
Put your name outside the classroom door with a class list.
Prepare a class list and post it.
Make a checklist for forms that need to be returned.
Organize your daily plan book to include learning outcomes.
Plan a textbook distribution record.
Set up learning centers.
Prepare bulletin boards and place other appropriate materials on your classroom walls or
bulletin boards.

Find out about your students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find out which students are receiving special help.
Mail a postcard to parents before school begins.
Prepare an inventory to find out student interests.
Review your resources to meet individual needs.
Meet a counselor and/or special education teacher to discuss students with individual or
modified learning plans.
Prepare activities to find out different students interests and cultural heritage.
Review test scores.

Assemble materials
•
•

Classroom supplies should be easily accessible to students.
Textbooks and accompanying materials, supplementary teaching materials, teacher-made
materials, appropriate books for reading or reference, including manipulatives, resources from
museums, etc. should be available for easy access by students.
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THE FIRST DAY
A well-planned first day is crucial. It sets the tone for the
remainder of your year.
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Before starting your first day, review your
lesson plans so that you know your materials
and how they support the learner expectations.
Welcome your students at the door.
Begin your first day with a friendly businesslike
manner.
Classroom management works well when you
provide the framework and then form
guidelines co-operatively with the students.
Expectations worded in a positive sense have
greater impact than does a list of things not to
do.
Review the school’s code of conduct.
Form guidelines with the students governing classroom behavior.
Plan for a memorable and interesting day.
Make your first day a meaningful one for you and the students by being prepared, organized,
and welcoming. One of the most powerful tools you have for learning is self-reflection.
• Self-reflection means looking at and thinking about what you do and how you do it.
• Self-reflection includes asking yourself why you make certain choices over others, what
you observe the results to be, and what else you might do.
• Self-reflection means asking yourself how you’re feeling about your work and yourself.
Consider starting a journal or meeting with other new teachers on a regular basis. Write
brief notes to yourself each day, and reread them on a regular basis. Take time to talk
informally with both new and experienced colleagues.

Planning
The more grounded you are, the greater will be your successes in the classroom. With thoughtful
planning in place, you will be confident in providing quality learning opportunities for your
students.
•
•
•
•

Get acquainted with the physical layout of your school.
Familiarize yourself with school/school board policies and handbooks.
Systematically prepare short- and long-term objectives.
Become familiar with your curriculum and the student performance indicators (SPI).
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•
•

For the 2012-13, K-2 the instructional program will be using the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS). Instruction in all grades will be transitioning to the CCSS by 2014.
Plan books are provided by the district. Plan books are not “what I did” books – they should be
working documents with reflections on the implementation of the plan and suggestions for
improvement.

Long-Term Planning
To carry out your teaching responsibilities, you will need to do long-term planning, following the
guidelines established by the:
•
•
•

State curriculum standards (grade 3-12)
o http://www.state.tn.us/education/ci/standards/index.html
Common Core State Standards
o http://tncore.org
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC)—Tennessee’s
member consortium for Next Generation Assessment (NGA)
o http://parcconline.org

Your long-term planning should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives and learning outcomes for the course
Strategies you will use to reach those objectives
Overall strategies for including learning outcomes
Time to be allocated
Assessment and evaluation strategies to evaluate student progress
Resources you will need

Short-Term Planning
Initially, your planning will be very detailed. Design individual lessons as part of the whole unit to
increase knowledge, abilities, and skills based on previously learned concepts. By organizing your
instruction, you will give your students the learning opportunities they need and avoid gaps and
needless repetition.
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Daily Planning
Organize and carefully prepare daily lesson plans. They should include the following:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Goals aligned to state content standards
Activities, materials, and assessments
o aligned to state standards
o sequenced from basic to complex
o built on prior student knowledge
o appropriately paced
o definite beginning, middle, and end
Evidence of planning for suitable age, knowledge, and interests
Accommodates individual needs
Student learning outcomes
o Interpret information
o Draw conclusions and support them
o Connect to prior learning and some life experiences
Assessment and evaluation processes
o Aligned with state content standards
o Have measurement criteria
o Measure student performance in more than two ways
o Require written tasks
o Includes formative and summative assessments
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GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES
The terms are sometimes used interchangeably; however, guidelines and procedures have some
important differences. Both refer to stated expectations regarding behavior. However, a guideline
(rule) identifies general expectations or standards, and a procedure communicates expectations for
specific behaviors.
The effective teacher plans procedures for everything. Procedures make it clear to students what is
expected and it makes classroom management simple.
•

•
•

•

•

Decide in advance how you want your students to behave and then make these expectations
crystal clear to the students. Not having well-defined guidelines or procedures leads to chaos in
the classroom. As a new teacher, you have the authority and you are in charge.
Teach guidelines and procedures as deliberately and thoroughly as academic content.
In the first days of schools, spend as much time on management issues as on academic content.
It is infinitely easier to hurry through classroom guidelines and procedures just to start teaching.
But the payoffs are lousy.
During the first month of school and for the remainder of the school year, continue to review
and reinforce these management issues. Failing to invest time required to teaching classroom
guidelines and procedures will lead to a lack of accountability and proper learning. Kids thrive
on structure and a proper framework for learning.
Inform students of consequences/penalties and what they will be used for. Failing to develop a
systematic set of consequences/penalties results in chaos.

ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES
To ensure that you have smooth transitions
throughout the day, think carefully about the
routines for which you must plan. Clarify them
in your mind. It may be helpful to make a list of
transitional times throughout the day (see the
list at the end of this section to help you get
started). Other teachers or your mentors can
serve as resources by sharing their own
classroom procedures and routines.
Procedures tell students how to perform
routine instructional and housekeeping tasks.
Effective teachers begin introducing procedures on the very first day of school and continue to teach
and reinforce them throughout the year. It may be necessary to modify procedures during the school
year to adapt to instructional needs or the needs of a particular class.
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In establishing procedures or routines, it is important to:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that students understand the reason for the routine.
Clarify the procedure through modeling.
Allow students opportunities to practice the routine through rehearsal.
Try not to overwhelm students by teaching too many routines at once. The process of
establishing routines and procedures may take several days.
Remember that it will probably be necessary to revisit this process as you see the need.

TEACHING PROCEDURES
Effective teachers manage with procedures. Every time the teacher wants something done, there must
be a procedure or a set of procedures.

Steps to Teaching Classroom Procedures
Explain:
• State the procedure in clear, concise language.
• Discuss the importance of the procedure with your students.
• Model the procedure to your students.
Rehearse:
• Have students practice the procedure, step by step, under your supervision. After each step,
make sure that the students have performed the step correctly.
• Have the students repeat the procedure until it becomes a routine. The students should be able
to perform the procedure automatically.
Reinforce:
• Determine whether students have learned the procedure or whether they need further
explanation, demonstration, or practice.
• Reteach the correct procedure if rehearsal is unacceptable and give corrective feedback.
• Praise the students when the rehearsal is acceptable.

CHECKLISTS OF SUGGESTED CLASSROOM ROUTINES
Classroom management is critical in supporting the inclusion model of school organization, especially
when there are students in the classroom with behavioral/social exceptionalities. The list below can
help to ensure that you have procedures in place to support effective classroom management and
contribute to effective teaching. The list is provided as a guideline only. You should plan to modify this
list to suit your own teaching style and overall classroom management plan.

Beginning of the day (after transitions)
•
•
•

How do students enter classroom?
What materials/supplies do students need for every lesson?
How is the lesson objective communicated to the students? Homework assignment?
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•
•
•

•

What signal is in place to get your students’ attention?
What procedure is in place to determine how the students enter the class?
Do students know what to do for each entry time?
o Entering in the morning
o Writing in their journals
o Returning from recess
Where are returned homework or notes from home placed?

During work times – whole or small group
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the signal or routine for leaving your classroom
(bathroom, locker, office, etc.)?
What do students do who finish their work early?
How will you establish and maintain an acceptable level of
noise?
How do students request and receive help at their seats and in
other areas of the room?
When can students sharpen their pencils and retrieve other
necessary instructional materials?
When and how will students return borrowed materials?

Student work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will students get information about missed/incomplete
assignments?
What do students do with completed homework or other assignments?
What expectations are needed for individual or group work time?
How do students move to/from group work?
How are discussions (listening/responding) to be handled during lessons?
What student/class information is to be on all papers?
What materials should the students keep in their class notebooks?

Miscellaneous
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do students do at dismissal of class? End of day?
What is the morning routine for announcements, pledge, attendance, etc.?
How do you handle tardies and early dismissals?
What is the procedure for an interruption? (Visitor, student disruption, etc.)?
What do students do in an emergency (student injury, fire/tornado drill, lock down, etc.)?
How will distribution of lesson materials be conducted?
If classroom helpers are used, how will they be selected? What are the expectations for each
role?
How will students move in the hallway?
What are expectations for lunch, special programs, library, computer lab, recess, etc.?
What are the procedures for field trips or other activities?
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BELLWORK
Bellwork is an assignment that is posted on the board, or printed on a
worksheet. Bellwork should be something that is a review for the students.
It should be completed first thing, so the teacher can take attendance, lunch
count, and other routine tasks while the students are working. The
assignment should be short and able to be completed in ten minutes or less.
Bellwork can be used to both begin and the end the lesson or class.

Instructional Strategies for Bellwork
Bellwork can be anything the students are able to do independently without asking the teacher
questions. Assignments should be related to a learning standard for the subject or grade.
It could be a review of math concepts or math facts. It could be spelling work or handwriting practice. It
might be a grammar review, or even a short two or three question quiz. It should be something
different each day, so that students do not become bored.
Bellwork should be planned in advance, along with the regular weekly planning. Any copies needed
should be made at that time. Bellwork does not need to be graded by the teacher. In fact, if students
grade their own bellwork, they get immediate feedback and have the opportunity to ask questions if
there is something they still don’t understand.
Using classroom procedures that include bellwork will make the day or class start promptly. Having an
organized system and procedures in place takes advantage of every academic minute. With excellent
classroom management, teachers create a positive learning environment, helping students to achieve
more, and enjoy school more.

There is absolutely no research correlation between
success and family background, race, national
origin, financial status, or even educational
accomplishments. There is but one correlation with
success, and that is ATTITUDE.
Harry and Rosemary Wong
The First Days of School p. 37
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ORGANIZING FOR INSTRUCTION
(The First Days of School: How to Be an Effective Teacher by Harry and Rosemary Wong)
“Research proves that a school’s and classroom’s cleanliness,
orderliness, and character influences the students’ behavior and the
ability of a teacher to teach.” (J.A. Lackney) An effective classroom
design is based on two phases. Phase one is preplanning for the
organization and operation of the classroom. Phase two is
determining seating either by assignment or arrangement.
There are different ways to organize the students in your
classroom. Types of seating charts include student choice,
alphabetical, and teacher placed. Seating charts are one of the
best preventative measures a teacher can use. Do not let your
classroom management be left to chance. Below are some helpful links for
planning your student seating:
•
•
•

http://lessonplansinc.com/classroom_management_seating_chart.php
http://printables.scholastic.com/printables/detail/?id=30695&ESP=PRT/ib/2010/acq/deeplink//////
http://teacher.scholastic.com/tools/class_setup/

Silence is not a goal of classroom management, but having students on task is a goal. There will be
plenty of talking going on when your students are working together on good curriculum.
Some guidelines to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You decide where students sit.
Don’t be afraid to move students who are disruptive or not paying attention.
Once identified, put disruptive students near you so as to maintain control.
Establish a time-out space for students who need to sit away from the class until they either
cool off or agree to follow the class guidelines.
Arrange your room so that you can see the students from your desk without blocking the
student view of the instructional focus.
In computer labs, set up the monitors so you can view the student’s progress and assure
that they are not just surfing or playing games.
Provide a space for yourself that students know it is off limits to them unless you give them
your approval or supervision.
A neat idea is to establish a cabinet near the desks where students’ tests, papers, reports,
etc., are kept that have no names (a Tomb of the Unknown Student). If they don’t get their
papers, tests, or reports back, they can check in the file

Appendix G is a list of statements that clarify and expand his basic concepts that effective teachers
are good managers of student behavior, maintain high expectations, and teaches for mastery.
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
SWPBS: School-Wide Positive Behavior System
SWPBS refers to School Wide Positive Behavior Interventions
and Supports. This is a climate change process for a school or
an entire district. Morgan County currently has five schools
which are at different stages in this practice. They are PetrosJoyner, Central Middle, Sunbright, Oakdale, and Central
Elementary. SWPBS provides an operational framework for
improving student academic and behavior outcomes through
the use of best evidence-based academic and behavioral
practices.
The core principles:
•

effectively teach appropriate behavior to all children.

•

intervene early.

•

use a multi-tier model of service delivery to differentiate behavioral instruction for all students.

•

use research-based interventions .

•

monitor students’ progress in order to make informed interventions.

•

use data to make decisions.

The primary focus is the prevention of certain behaviors through the teaching of consistent guidelines
and routines that are developed and taught by the staff. Consistency from class to class and from adult
to adult is very important for successful implementation of SWPBS.
Some parents and educators believe that students come to school knowing appropriate guidelines of
conduct and that those who don’t follow them simply should receive appropriate consequences.
Research and experience has shown that systematically teaching behavioral expectations and rewarding
students for following them is a much more positive approach than waiting for misbehavior to occur
before responding. It also establishes a school climate in which appropriate behavior is the norm.
More detailed information is available that is grade level specific at http://www.pbis.org.

PLANNING THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The importance of a good start to the school year is well documented, and the role of a solid class
management approach is a key to that good start. Beginning the year with a class management plan
in place communicates clear expectations. It also helps beginning staff to be more consistent in
enforcing their behavior standards and that leads to less student misconduct and stronger teacher self-
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esteem. School environment affects your classroom and you have an effect on the overall school
environment.
•
•
•
•

Know school-wide expectations for behavior, in class, in halls, at lunch, at recess, or on campus.
Develop classroom guidelines consistent with school guidelines and which administrators will
support.
Establish routines and procedures to handle daily classroom business.
Accompanying the guidelines should be a set of consequences including rewards and
appropriate consequences.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Teaching is a dynamic process and
needs to be viewed in that way. Every
day we must look at the situations that
are occurring and then decide how we
need to act or react to deal best with
the particular circumstances. Adhering
to management techniques that do not
work will not resolve the problems.
Classroom management is a term
which describes the process by which
the
teacher
communicates
expectations for the orderly function of
the instruction and behavior within the classroom and the school. Research during the 1980’s
demonstrated that classroom instruction is interwoven with classroom management.
Through a positive tone, clear guidelines, and consistent consequences and rewards, most students will
begin to respect you and your classroom guidelines.
Effective teaching requires considerable skill in managing the myriad of tasks and situations that occur in
the classroom each day. Skills such as effective classroom management are central to teaching and
require "common sense," consistency, a sense of fairness, and courage.

Monitor Student Behavior
Use an “active eye.” See what is going on. Don’t become preoccupied with someone or
something and ignore the rest of the class. In terms of discipline and effective teaching, one teacher on
her or his feet is worth two in the seat. Simply looking the student directly in the eye for prolonged
contact while you continue your lesson sends a non-verbal message that says “I saw what you did, and
I want it stopped.”
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Be Consistent
Have the same expectations of all students for appropriate behavior. Your students should know that
you will enforce guidelines consistently and apply an appropriate consequence. Your goal is to be fair,
but that might mean not applying the identical consequence to all students. If one student frequently
fails to return homework, you may apply a different consequence than you would to the student
who forgets her/his homework for the first time. Knowing that you’ll be fair, but not necessarily equal,
your students should understand that being fair is not always equal. To be consistent, be certain
that the consequences you apply are reasonable and appropriate.

Promptly Manage Inappropriate Behavior
For effective classroom management, know that misbehavior must be handled immediately or there is
risk of a snowballing effect. To provide maximum time for learning and to reduce minor behavior
problems, you can employ strategies that deal with behavior in the least amount of time, with the least
disruption and the least negative feeling.

Establish Proximity
While teaching, move about the room and pause near potential “trouble spots.” Remaining behind your
desk or seated in the front of the class encourages misbehavior in the less visible areas of the room.

Pause
Continuous teacher talk may give students a noise screen for their own conversations. An occasional
pause—just a few seconds of silence—can bring an off-task student back in focus.

Wait For A Response
Hearing one’s name can be an attention-getter, even if one is not paying attention. Working an offtask student’s name into a question can often bring the student back into the lesson. Say the student’s
name first in order to allow her/him to hear the question to be answered. The purpose is to get the
student back into the lesson, not to embarrass her/him.

Encourage Active Participation
Sometimes having the student respond to a question or become involved in an activity can eliminate
the undesired behavior. Asking for a show of hands, having students perform a physical activity, or
having each student write a quick answer to a question can make all students accountable for an
immediate response.

Avoid Lengthy Teacher Talk
Plan your lesson with a sequence of instruction, practice, and sharing.
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Additional Strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Be in the classroom when your students arrive.
Be organized and prepared.
Treat everyone with respect.
Seek student opinions.
Consider student feelings.
Listen to your students.
Maintain your sense of humor.
Assist students to make appropriate choices.
Teach students decision-making skills.
Encourage students to learn from their mistakes.
Use a quiet, friendly tone of voice.
Build on individual student’s strengths.
Provide tasks that enhance the self-esteem of all students.
Have a low-key, consistent, and matter-of-fact manner.
Enforce consistently the consequences adopted by the class.
Move around the classroom.

Strategies Dealing with Power Struggles
Power struggles can be difficult for beginning teachers. When this happens to you, try to:
•
•
•
•
•

ignore the student’s attempt to engage you in a power struggle. Describe to the student, in
objective and explicit terms, the unacceptable behavior.
give a warning, emphasize the consequence, and then follow through.
arrange for time out from the instructional setting.
consult appropriate school personnel for advice.
communicate with the parents to discuss a behavior management plan.

No one has yet fully realized the wealth of sympathy,
kindness, and generosity hidden in the soul of a child.
The effort of every true educator should be to unlock
that treasure.
Emma Goldman
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TEACHING STRATEGIES

(From More Instructional Strategies for Rigor and Relevance Teacher Handbook)

RIGOR AND RELEVANCE FRAMEWORK
The Rigor/Relevance framework has four quadrants. (http://www.leadered.com/rrr.html) Below is the
framework showing the relationship between Knowledge Taxonomy and Application Model.
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Verbs and Products by Quadrant of the
Learning Framework
C (Student Think)
VERBS
Analyze
Compare
Examine
Contrast
Differentiate
Explain
Dissect
Categorize
Classify
Diagram
Discriminate

PRODUCTS
Essay
Abstract
Blueprint
Inventory
Report
Plan
Chart
Investigation
Questionnaire
Classification

D (Student Think and Work)
VERBS
Evaluate
Formulate
Justify
Rate
Recommend
Infer
Prioritize
Revise
Predict
Argue
Conclude

PRODUCTS
Evaluation
Newspaper
Estimation
Trial
Editorial
Radio Program
Play
Collage
Machine
Adaptation
Poem
Debate
New Game
Invention

A (Teacher Work)

B (Student Work)

VERBS

VERBS

Name
Label
Define
Select
Identify
List
Recite
Locate
Record
Memorize

PRODUCTS
Definition
Worksheet
List
Quiz
Test
Workbook
True-False
Reproduction
Recitation

Apply
Sequence
Demonstrate
Interview
Construct
Solve
Calculate
Dramatize
Interpret
Illustrate

PRODUCTS
Scrapbook
Summary
Interpretation
Collection
Annotation
Explanation
Solution
Demonstration
Outline

Appendix H compares Bloom’s Taxonomy to the Three Levels of Questioning developed by Art Costa.
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The framework can also be put in terms of day-to-day instruction in terms of the roles that the teachers
and students take. These roles are represented in the following figure:

There are four major steps in planning rigorous and relevant instruction:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define the focus of learning
Create the student performance expectations
Design the assessment
Develop the learning experiences

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Artistic Expression is producing visual, dramatic, or musical performances to express ideas, thoughts
and concepts.
Compare and Contrast is analysis to identify similarities and differences among objects, ideas, people,
and events.
Digital Media Production is students expressing knowledge, ideas, and concepts in the form of digital
audio, video, and animation.
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Feedback and Reflection involves teachers directing student learning by giving feedback, checking for
understanding, and/or encouraging reflection.
Games are structured activities that engage students in individual or group competition to demonstrate
knowledge, or complete an academic task.
Instructional Technology – Any Time is using Internet-connected digital technology for asynchronous
interactive learning, including web browsing, wikis, blogs, and social networking tools.
Instructional Technology – Real Time is using Internet-connected digital technology for group
instruction, including interactive whiteboards, computers, and portable devices.
Logical and Independent Thinking is thinking deeply about an issue, taking a point of view, developing a
rational argument, and defending a position.
Learning Centers are areas set-up around a classroom for short activities to focus on developing a
particular skill and/or concept while working individually or in cooperative groups.
Manipulatives and Models are tangible objects that students’ create or use to facilitate understanding.
Physical Movement includes developing exercise habits as well as incorporating movement into
intellectual activities to enhance learning.
Play means to engage voluntarily in intrinsically motivated, unstructured activities that impart joy, selfexpression, and experimentation and in which guidelines and goals are influenced by interpersonal
interaction and imagination.
Service Learning involves learning opportunities in which students do unpaid work that contributes to
learning and adds value to the community.
Storytelling is the conveying of events, ideas, or concept in words, images, and sounds through
improvised narration.
Summarizing is restating the essence of text or an experience in a new, concise form in as few words as
possible, yet still conveying accurate meaning.
Teaching Other allows students to deepen knowledge through peer teaching or teaching younger
children.
Test Preparation is acquiring generic strategies for analyzing test questions and rehearsing knowledge
to enhance performance on high stakes tests.
Video provides students with new information and builds background knowledge through watching
presentations ranging from full-length commercial movies to short informational or news segments.
Writing to Learn makes students organize their knowledge and reinforces concepts in any form from
short quick-writes to multi-page research reports.
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Vary your teaching strategies. The process of learning is as important as what is being learned.
Teacher talk or lecture has its place in instructional strategies, but there are other effective strategies
that engage students.

THE PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING
•
•
•

Learning requires the active participation of
the student.
People learn in a variety of ways and at
different rates.
Learning is both an individual and a group
process.

A teacher’s discipline
problems are directly
proportional to the teacher’s
distance from the students.
The First Days of School, p 97.

Broad Categories of Teaching strategies
•
•
•

Direct instruction—The teacher imparts knowledge or demonstrates a skill.
Experiential learning—The students experience and feel; they are actively involved.
Independent study—The students interact more with the content than with the teacher or
other classmates.

Learning together promotes co-operation, interaction, individual and group accountability, and
development of group skills. There are various approaches to grouping students for learning activities:
• Group inquiry—Have groups of two to six students work together using inquiry, discussion, cooperative planning, and execution. Consider grouping students for activities based on their
ability level.
• Jigsaw—Have individuals within the group learn parts of the material, discuss it with like
members from other groups, and then teach their own group.
• Teams, games—Have team members assist one another to master materials or skills in order
for the team to compete against other teams. Through technology, several games are available
online such as academic vocabulary games, PowerPoint game templates, and word game
boards.
• One-three-six Protocol—Have each member reflect individually, then share reflection with two
others. Then combine two three-member teams to continue discussion. The six-member teams
will report to the class. If numbers are small, consider doing 1-2-4 protocol.
Experiment with a variety of teaching strategies. Select these while recognizing the different learning
styles and multiple intelligences of your students. Remember that a strategy may work well with one
group and be less successful with another. Reflect on your teaching. Ask yourself the following
questions:
• If I did this again, what things would I change?
• What made it work well or not?
• What connections were made to other learning or real life?
• Were all the intended outcomes met?
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HOMEWORK TIPS
There is a difference between homework and home study. Even though a
student may not always have homework, she or he should be encouraged
to do home study and to develop study habits. Organize a study schedule
for the students so that they study for a given time each night. The
subject and time schedule can be communicated to the
parents/guardians to establish a study partnership. Some schools have
homework policies. Consider these purposes for homework.

Homework can provide
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an opportunity to practice a skill or concept that has been
taught.
an opportunity to tie in school learning with real-world experiences.
different ways to monitor student learning other than tests.
a means of communicating with the home on student progress.
open-ended activities that allow for success.
student preparation for in-school activities.
ways to involve the family in the student’s education.

Homework Do’s and Don’ts
Do:
•
•
•
•
•

be aware of the resources that are, or are not, available in students’ homes in order to complete
the assignment.
give feedback and acknowledgment on completion of homework.
have a homework policy, and communicate it to students and parents or guardians.
hold students responsible for completion of homework, but be sensitive to outside obligations.
make sure students know the objectives of the assignments.

Don’t:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assign homework every night. Check your school policy.
assign homework just because a parent requests it.
give 25 problems if 5 will accomplish the objective.
give homework as punishment.
make unrealistic demands on students’ time.
use homework as busy work.
give homework on weekends.
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ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
Student assessment and evaluation is part of the ongoing co-operative process among teachers,
students, and parents/guardians. Teachers daily gather information and data on student achievement
(assessment) and then make judgments about student growth (evaluation) to:
•
•
•

gain information about future instructional needs.
gather information on student progress to report to parents/guardians.
make students aware of their strengths and weaknesses.

Student assessment and evaluation include teacher-designed tests, projects, assignments, and
observations, as well as state standardized and commercially developed tests.
Teaching plans must include well-designed methods of student assessment and evaluation. Effective
assessment/evaluation must serve a specific purpose. You will use the results of assessment/evaluation
to:
•
•
•
•
•

determine the achievement in one learning sequence and the readiness for the next.
determine the degree of success you are having with students.
give students the feedback necessary to make study plans.
improve your instructional strategies.
test student knowledge.

Remember to keep accurate records of student achievement and to keep parents/guardians informed
of student progress. Parents/guardians should not be surprised with a student achievement problem
cited on a report card or at a parent- teacher conference.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
Formative Assessment is part of the
instructional process. When incorporated into
classroom practice, it provides the information
needed to adjust teaching and learning while
they are happening. In this sense, formative
assessment informs both teachers and students
about student understanding at a point when
timely adjustments can be made.
These
adjustments help to ensure students achieve
targeted standards-based learning goals within a
set time frame. Formative assessment helps
teachers determine the next steps during the learning process as the instruction approaches the
summative assessment of student learning.
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Criteria and goal setting with students engages them in instruction and the learning process by
creating clear expectations. In order to be successful, students need to understand and know
the learning target/goal and the criteria for reaching it. Establishing and defining quality work
together, asking students to participate in establishing norm behaviors for classroom culture,
and determining what should be included in criteria for success are all examples of this strategy.
Using student work, classroom tests, or exemplars of what is expected helps students
understand where they are, where they need to be, and an effective process for getting there.
Questioning strategies include such techniques as thumbs up/thumbs down; observation;
student generated questions; red/green (stop/go) cards; pair, share; self-evaluation rubrics;
graphic organizers, etc.
Observations assist teachers in gathering evidence of student learning to inform instructional
planning. This evidence can be recorded and used as feedback for students about their learning
or as anecdotal data shared with them during conferences.
Self and peer assessment helps to create a learning community within a classroom. Students
who can reflect while engaged in metacognitive thinking are involved in their learning. When
students have been involved in criteria and goal setting, self-evaluation is a logical step in the
learning process. With peer evaluation, students see each other as resources for understanding
and checking for quality work against previously established criteria.
Student record keeping helps students better understand their own learning as evidenced by
their classroom work. This process of students keeping ongoing records of their work not only
engages students, it also helps them, beyond a "grade," to see where they started and the
progress they are making toward the learning goal.
Feedback must be immediate, specific, corrective, and evoke responsiveness among students to
improve.
Student must feel safe in their classrooms in order to let their teachers know that they do not
understand a concept.
Formative assessment must never be graded.

ADVANTAGES IN USING FORMATIVE SELF-ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
•
•
•
•

Self-Assessment is a critical part of Formative Assessment, putting responsibility on the students
for their own learning, while still informing the teacher of progress or problems.
Students must have a clear picture of the target they are expected to hit in order to self-assess
their level of learning.
As teachers learn where the student’s personal evaluation stands, they can make adjustments in
instruction to fill in learning gaps identified by their students.
Students must be taught to self-evaluate, to see their own areas of weakness, and determine
what they need to do to improve.

Appendix E provides a comparison of Bloom’s Taxonomy to three levels of questioning developed by
Art Costa and includes some sample questions for each level of student learning.
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SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES
Summative Assessments are given periodically to determine at a particular point in time what students
know and do not know. Many educators associate summative assessments only with standardized tests
such as state assessments, but they are also used at and are an important part of district and classroom
programs. Summative assessment at the district/classroom level is an accountability measure that is
generally used as part of the grading process. The list is long, but here are some examples of summative
assessments:
•
•
•
•
•

State assessments
District benchmark or interim assessments
End-of-unit or chapter tests
End-of-term or semester exams
Scores that are used for accountability for schools (AYP) and students (report card grades).

The key is to think of summative assessment as a means to gauge, at a particular point in time, student
learning relative to content standards. Although the information that is gleaned from this type of
assessment is important, it can only help in evaluating certain aspects of the learning process. Because
they are spread out and occur after instruction every few weeks, months, or once a year, summative
assessments are tools to help evaluate the effectiveness of programs, school improvement goals,
alignment of curriculum, or student placement in specific programs. Summative assessments happen
too far down the learning path to provide information at the classroom level and to make instructional
adjustments and interventions during the learning process. It takes formative assessment to accomplish
this.
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APPENDIX A
Teacher Induction Program 2012-2013

Schedule & Syllabus
You will need to bring the Teacher Induction notebook and journal to every meeting.
Mark your calendar! The following induction meetings are required of all teachers newly hired into
our system. All meetings will be held at Morgan County Schools Central Office, 4:00 am – 6:00 p.m.
unless otherwise noted.
The following topics are tentative and may be adjusted based on participant feedback.
July 30-31, 2012

Teacher Induction Summer Institute 8:00am – 3:30 pm

September 6, 2012

Parent Conferencing

October 4, 2012

Substitute Teacher/TEAM Evaluation

November 1, 2012

Data Analysis

December 6, 2012

PD 360 (Computer Lab)

January 10, 2013

Diversity & Differentiated Instruction

February 7, 2013

Rigor, Relevance, and Relationships within the Common Core

March 7, 2013

The Professional Educator/Growth Plan

April 11, 2013

End of Year Procedures

May, 2013 (TBA)

Recognition at School Board Meeting

(Kathy Carroll)

(Suzanne Poole)
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Morgan County Schools
In-Service Requirements & Opportunities,
Staff Development Days, & Administrative Days
2012-2013
In-Service Requirements & Opportunities
• In-service education is a program of planned activities designed to increase the competencies
needed by all personnel in the performance of their responsibilities.
•

Each professional staff member must accrue five days (5) of in-service training per school year.
o

Three days (3) are MANDATORY in-service days.

•

Two days (2) are REQUIRED in-service days and may be earned by attending your choice of
sessions listed in the MLP District Catalog. It is HIGHLY recommended that these two days be
earned during this summer (June & July 2012) since few opportunities are available during the
school year.

•

Teachers are encouraged to attend sessions within the county to earn their 2 required days since
travel funds are limited.

•

Beyond these five days (5), teachers may attend any of the in-service opportunities being offered
for additional Professional Development.
o

MANDATORY

NOTE: These enrichment days must be relevant to your grade level and/or subject area.
½ day

Countywide In-Service Day #1 (8:00 to 11:00)
Central Middle School

½ day

School-Level In-Service Day #1 (12:30 to 3:30)
Held at home schools

August 1, 2012

MANDATORY

August 2, 2012

1 day

Countywide In-Service Day #2 (8:00 to 3:30)
Central Middle School

MANDATORY

August 3, 2012

1 day

School-Level In-Service Day #3 (8:00 to 3:30)
Held at home schools

Required

2 days completed
by April 30, 2013

2 days

Individual In-Service Days #4 & #5
Teacher’s choice: Numerous opportunities available
during June & July
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Staff Development Days
•

Staff development programs and activities shall reflect the National Standards for Staff Development
and shall reflect the needs identified in school improvement plans.

•

Professional employees are required to attend two days (2) of staff development during the school
year.

Required

September 26, 2012

½ day

Teacher PLC – 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Required

November 28, 2012

½ day

Teacher PLC – 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Required

January 30, 2013

½ day

Teacher PLC – 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Required

March 20, 2013

½ day

Teacher PLC – 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Administrative Days
•

Administrative days are activities which require instruction, training, or preparation for the effective
management of schools.

•

Professional employees are required to attend five days (5) of administrative days during the
school year.

Required

August 6, 2012

Full day

Full day - Administrative
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Required

August 8, 2012

Full day

Full day - Administrative
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Required
Parent-Teacher Conference

September 13, 2012

½ day

½ day Administrative
3:30 – 6:30 p.m.

Required

January 4, 2013

Full day

Full day – Administrative
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Required
Parent-Teacher Conference

February 21, 2013

½ day

½ day Administrative
3:30 – 6:30 p.m.

Required

May 23, 2013

Full day

Full day – Administrative
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
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Morgan County Schools
2012-2013 Calendar

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

County-Wide In-service ................................ August 1 ....................................... 8:00 am – 3:30 pm
County-Wide In-service ................................ August 2 ....................................... 8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Individual In-service .................................... August 3 ....................................... 8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Administration Day ....................................... August 6 ....................................... 8:00 am – 3:00 pm
Back-to-School Day ....................................... August 7 ..................................... 11:30 am – 7:00 pm
• Student Day: 11:30 am – 3:30 pm
• Teachers meet Parents, 3:30 pm – 7:00 pm, to explain Schedules, Calendars, Expectations,
School & Classroom Guidelines, Supply Lists, etc.
Administration Day ....................................... August 8 ....................................... 8:00 am – 3:00 pm
Second Day of Class (full day) ....................... August 9
Labor Day Holiday ......................................... September 3
Progress Reports Distributed ........................ September 11
Parent-Teacher Conference .......................... September 13 ............................... 3:30 pm – 6:30 pm
½ Day Staff Development ............................. September 26 ............................. 12:30 pm – 3:30 pm
• Students dismiss at 11:45; teacher meet in PLCs during the afternoon
Fall Break....................................................... October 15 – 19
Report Cards Distributed .............................. October 25
Progress Reports Distributed ........................ November 15
Thanksgiving Holiday .................................... November 21 – 23
½ Day Staff Development ............................. November 28.............................. 12:30 pm – 3:30 pm
• Students dismiss at 11:45; teacher meet in PLCs during the afternoon
EOC/AYP Test (High School)
End of Semester ............................................ December 21
Christmas Break ............................................ December 24 – January 4, 2013
Administrative Day........................................ January 4 ...................................... 8:00 am – 3:00 pm
Report Cards Distributed .............................. January 8
MLK Holiday .................................................. January 21
½ Day Staff Development ............................. January 30 .................................. 12:30 pm – 3:30 pm
• Students dismiss at 11:45; teacher meet in PLCs during the afternoon
Writing Assessment (Grades 5, 8, 11) ........... February 5
Presidents’ Day Holiday ................................ February 18
Progress Reports Distributed ........................ February 19
Parent-Teacher Conference ......................... February 21 .................................. 3:30 pm – 6:30 pm
Report Cards Distributed .............................. March 19
School-wide ACT Administered (Grade 11) .. March 19
½ Day Staff Development ............................. January 30 .................................. 12:30 pm – 3:30 pm
• Students dismiss at 11:45; teacher meet in PLCs during the afternoon
Spring Break ................................................. March 29 – April 5
Progress Reports Distributed ........................ April 23
TCAPs ............................................................ April 25, 26, 29 & 30
EOC/AYP Tests (High School) ........................ May 7 – 9
Administrative Day........................................ May 23.......................................... 8:00 am – 3:00 pm
Last Day of School (½ day) ............................ May 24
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2012-2013 TCAP Schedule
Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program
http://www.tn.gov/education/assessment/test_schedule.shtml

American College Tests (ACT)
 ACT Explore Grade 8 / ACT Plan Grade 10
September 17 – November 9, 2012
 ACT Statewide (Grade 11)
March 19, 2013 (Make-up Date: April 2, 2013)

AYP End of Course Exams (AYP/EOC) Grades 9-12
 Fall EOC
December 4-6, 2012 (Make-up Date: December 7, 2012)
 Spring EOC
May 7-9, 2013 (Make-up Date: May 10, 2013)

Constructed Response Assessment (CRA)
 Math Phase 1: October 15 – 25, 2012
 Math Phase 2: February 11 – 22, 2013
 Summative:

April 29 – May 1, 2013

Stanford Testing K-2; Achievement (ACH) Testing Grades 3-8
 Stanford includes: Reading, Math, Language, Spelling, Listening, Science, and Social Studies
 ACH includes: Reading/Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, and Science
 Testing Window: April 22 – May 3, 2013

Writing Assessment Grades 5, 8, 11
 February 5, 2013 ( Make-Up Date: February 6, 2013)

“Measurements are not to provide numbers, but insight.”
Ingrid Bucher
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APPENDIX B
Morgan County Schools’ District Personnel Directory
136 Flat Fork Road
Wartburg, TN 37887
Phone: 423-346-6214

http://mcsed.net
Directors and Supervisors
Director of Schools (ext. 222) .................................................................................................... Dr. Edd Diden
Assistant Director/Secondary Supervisor (ext. 223) ................................................................... Wanda Lane

Education/Curriculum, Testing Coordinator, Secondary Textbook Review/Adoption, Textbook Requests, Civil Rights, Field Trip
Approvals, Fees/Dues Disbursements, Director of Distance Learning, Career in Mind, High Schools That Work (HSTW),
Evaluations, Professional Development

Supervisor of Pre-K through 5 Instruction (ext. 240) ................................................................. Kathy Carroll

Family Resource, Save the Children, Food for Kids, Books Have Wings, Textbook Adoption, Elementary Textbooks/Materials, Elementary
Mentor Program, Headstart Partnership, Curriculum Coaches, Evaluations, Professional Development, Elementary Curriculum, Transition, Field
Trip Information, Data/Assessment, DVALT/TVAAS

Special Education Supervisor (ext. 226) ................................................................................. Suzanne Poole

Referral Process, Testing/Placement of Students having/suspected of having disabilities, Students services for Occupational,
Physical, and/or Speech Therapies, Evaluations

Supervisor of Student Services (ext. 227) ................................................................................ Ronnie Wilson

Attendance Issues, Graduation Coaches, Alternative School, Harassment Issues, Civil Rights, Homebound/Home School,
Disciplinary Hearing Officer, TSSAA Issues

Director of Federal Programs and Special Projects (ext. 245) ....................................................... Judy Hurst

Title I: Instructional Supplies, Curriculum Coaches, Equipment, Inventory; Title II: Professional Development; Title III: ESL,
Homeless Students, Migrant Students; Title VI: Equipment, Instructional Supplies; First to the Top; Principals’ Academy;
st
Instructional Technology Coach; Academic Coaches; Professional Development for TVAAS; 21 CCLC (After School Program);

Approval of Schedule, Approval and Payment of Hours Worked, Supplies, Career Portal, Evaluations, My Learning Plan
approvals

Coordinator of School Health (ext. 244) ..................................................................................... Rosa Dotson

Health and Safety Issues, Health Education and Services, Mile Run and BMI Data Collection, Mental Health and Counseling
Services, Physical Activities and Nutrition Services, Family and Community Involvement, Emergency Planning; Targeted
Assistance Program (TAP) coordinator

Technology Coordinator (ext. 236) ............................................................................................. Chris Rogers

ENA, Network, Internet, Distance Learning, Email/Email Filters, Servers, Backup, Cell phone accounts/purchasing, Camera
Security System

Food Service Director (ext. 229) ............................................................................................... Peggy Hamby

Implementation of the National School Lunch Program, Menu Planning, Cafeteria Personnel, Nutrition Education and Wellness
Policies
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Transportation Supervisor (423-346-3730) ................................................................................. David Armes
Bus Routing, Bus Driver Training, Bus/Vehicle Maintenance, Mechanics

School Nurse (ext. 234) ........................................................................................................... Freida Bennett

Supervision/Evaluation of Licensed Practical Nurses, Implementation of Standard of Care, Healthcare procedures/protocols
including administration of medications, training of unlicensed staff in administration of medications, Follow TN Dept. of
Education, Dept. of Health, and State Nurse Practice Act Guidelines, Implement individual Health Plans, Coordinate medical
504’s, Coordinate CPR/AED training, Train/Implement Blood Borne Pathogens precautions, Environmental safety such as
playground, air quality, injury surveillance and prevention

Maintenance Supervisor (423-539-8801) ......................................................................................... Jim Aytes

Building Maintenance, Procurement/Disbursement of Maintenance Supplies/Materials, Scheduling/assignment of maintenance
employees

HVAC Supervisor (423-539-3005) ............................................................................................... Glinn Phillips
Preventative Maintenance And Repair Of HVAC Units, Scheduling/Assignment Of HVAC Technicians
HVAC Technician ...................................................................................................................... Alan Mason

Academic Coaches
Instructional Technology Coach (ext. 233)........................................................................................................ Judy Cross

Works with teachers to improve the quality of instruction; Assists in the evaluation of professional development activities; Supports, plans
and provides professional development; Provides help for applying technology to the classroom, Staff Development for technology; My
Learning Plan/OASYS admin, Teacher Induction Program (TIP)

Secondary Math Coach (ext. 233)......................................................................................................... Barbara Summers

Works with teachers to improve the quality of instruction; Assists in the evaluation of professional development activities; Supports, plans
and provides professional development; Provides leadership to improve student achievement with secondary math; My Learning
Plan/OASYS admin, Teacher Induction Program (TIP), Targeted Assistance Program (TAP)

Secondary Academic Coach (ext. 239) ............................................................................................................. Ken Vespie

Works with teachers to improve the quality of instruction; Assists in the evaluation of professional development activities; Supports, plans
and provides professional development; Provides leadership to improve student achievement with secondary teachers; My Learning
Plan/OASYS admin, Teacher Induction Program (TIP), Targeted Assistance Program (TAP)

Elementary Academic Coach(ext. 239) ......................................................................................................... Susan Young

Works with teachers to improve the quality of instruction; Assists in the evaluation of professional development activities; Supports, plans
and provides professional development; Provides leadership to improve student achievement with elementary teachers, Teacher
Induction Program (TIP), Targeted Assistance Program (TAP)

Central Office Clerical Staff
Front Desk/Secretary to Assistant Director (ext. 221) .................................................... Debbie Massengale

Teacher Licenses/Renewals/Advancements, Teacher Evaluations, State Library Funds, Fees and Dues Reporting, E-Rate/Annual
School level telephone reimbursements, State Instructional Supply Reporting, Textbooks (6-12), Testing (6-12), Aesop Program,
Sick/Personal/Vacation Leave

Administrative Assistant to Director of Schools (ext. 224) ........................................................ Vickie Bullen
Payroll, New Employee Paperwork, GP Budget preparation and oversight, Employee benefits
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Secretary to Elementary Supervisor of Instruction (ext. 242) .................................................. Tracie Farmer
Assist Elementary Supervisor of Instruction with implementation of all programs and projects

Administrative Ass’t to Federal Programs and Special Projects (ext. 228) ................................ Tammy Davis

Financial reports for Title I/After School/Race to the Top, Instructional Materials/Supplies for Title I and After School, Process
registrations for Title I conferences, Process Travel reimbursements, Process federal sick/personal/official leave forms, Process
time sheets for contracted personnel/After School employees, Assist with Title I equipment inventory, Special Education
expenditures and budget

Parent Outreach Partner (ext. 225) ........................................................................................... Lorrie Armes

Parent/Student activities, Homeless students, Good News press releases, Poster/Banner creator, Provide tips/strategies/ideas
to parents, Liaison between Title I staff, Parent involvement

Administrative Ass’t to Director of Food Services and Nutrition (ext. 231) .......................... Jeanne Hamby
Process Free/Reduced Meal applications, Personnel transactions, Bookkeeping

Coordinated School Health Assistant (ext. 248) ......................................................................... Sheila Freels

Assist Coordinator of School Health, Receives emails of all classroom activities, Collects data for BMI/Mile Run/PA/PE, Updates
School Health website: fit4life.mcsed.net

School Psychologist (ext. 238) .................................................................................................... Dana Brown

Completes Psycho-educational Evaluations, FAB counselor, Conducts behavioral observations, assists parents of exceptional
students

Additional Support Personnel
Technology Technician (ext. 232) ................................................................................................................... Cliff Ledford
Cafeteria Program, User Accounts (students and staff), Alert Now accounts, Helpdesk

Technology Technician (ext. 237) .............................................................................................................Brian Peddicord
Anti Virus/Spam Protection, Computer Imaging, Hardware, Smart Phone setup, Helpdesk

NOTE: The Technology Department is also responsible for printers, scanners, Promethean/Smart Boards, Software Programs, Library
(Follett) Program, Inventory, Italc, Projectors, Learn 360, Security Camera System, Network Drops and Spyware.

Star/Easy IEP (ext. 238) ............................................................................................................. Carrington (Lee) Coleman
Help on Star, Teacher Portal, Easy IEP
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Directory of Schools
Central Elementary School (0010)

1315 Knoxville Highway
Wartburg, TN 37887
Principal: Jamie Pemberton
Assistant Principal: Dan Shoemaker
Guidance: Kay Tippett
Secretary: Brenda Neskaug
Receptionist: Tessa Branstetter
Phone: 423-346-6683
FAX: 423-346-5556

Central High School (0015)

Oakdale School (0055)

P. O. Box 9
225 Clifty Creek Road
Oakdale, TN 37829
Principal: Mike Barber
Assistant Principal: Fred Snow
Guidance: Tonia Satterfield
Secretary: Phyllis Langley
Receptionist: Monica Miller
Phone: 423-369-3885
FAX: 423-369-2821

Petros-Joyner School (0060)

1119 Knoxville Highway
Wartburg, TN 37887
Principal: Dallas Davis
Assistant Principal: Carol Staten
Guidance: Patti Gouge
Secretary: Amy Clark
Receptionist: Tracy Layne
Phone: 423-346-6616
FAX: 423-346-5665

125 Petros-Joyner School Road
Oliver Springs, TN 37840
Principal: Donna Jerden
Assistant Principal: Tracy Roper
Guidance: Lori Boudreaux (1/2)
Secretary: Julie Duncan
Phone: 423-324-8600
FAX: 423-324-2558

Central Middle School (0013)

Sunbright School (0070)

146 Liberty Road
Wartburg, TN 37887
Principal: Dr. Myrna Sumner
Assistant Principal: Lisa Bunch
Guidance: Melody Kees
Secretary: Angie Harlan
Receptionist: Trells Basler
Phone: 423-346-2800
FAX: 423-346-2805

Coalfield School (0030)

P. O. Box 98
1720 Coalhill Road
Coalfield, TN 37719
Principal: David Treece
Assistant Principal: Keith Henry
Guidance: Stacey Treece
Secretary: Alicia Fritts
Receptionist: Ashlyn Turner
Phone: 865-435-7332
FAX: 865-435-2646

P. O. Box 129
205 Burrville Road
Sunbright, TN 37872
Principal: Dr. Elizabeth Boyd
Assistant Principal: Bill Hunter
Guidance: Patricia Pace
Secretary: Donna Kirby
Receptionist: Kelly Brooks
Phone: 423-628-2244
FAX: 423-628-2120

Career-Technical Center (0046)

132 Flat Fork Road
Wartburg, TN 37887
Principal: Dr. Joe Miller
Assistant Principal: David Hennessee
Guidance: Lori Boudreaux (1/2)
Secretary: Alisha Taylor
Receptionist: Anita Daugherty
Phone: 423-346-6285
FAX: 423-346-5857
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APPENDIX C
Records
RECORD KEEPING
Accurate record keeping is the responsibility of the teacher. When you report to parents/guardians,
you will want to relate student achievement to the learning outcomes. Devise a consistent method
of keeping your student records. They should be immediately available should parents/guardians
wish to discuss the progress of their child. Keep an anecdotal file where you can note pertinent
information on work habits or behavioral problems (useful when preparing report card comments).
Have students keep portfolios of their work so that they can demonstrate their learning and
progress to parents. Some records can be kept by the students using graphs or comments to show
weekly progress.

CUMULATIVE RECORDS
Cumulative records are kept on every child in school. Information on these records includes grades, test
results, health records, personal information on student, and family background on the child. These are
official school records, and no notes should be placed in cumulative records. These records are
generally kept on file in the school in a secure location. Cumulative records are to be treated as
confidential. Professional school personnel have access to cumulative records. All other requests to
examine cumulative records should be referred to the school principal.

MONEY COLLECTED
Teachers are required to collect considerable amounts of money from time
to time. It is required, by the law, that all monies collected be deposited
through the Principal's Office. Cash should never be left in desk drawers or
other places in the classroom. All monies collected by the teacher must be
recorded on the proper form or receipts issued to each student. Forms for
the collection and recording of money and/or dues and deposit forms are
available in each school principal's office. Check with the Principal for proper procedure.

GRADE CARDS
The grade card is the primary way for a teacher to report a child's progress in his school work to his
parents. The grade card should be used to indicate the position of the student in relation to his group
and also in relation to his own ability. Promotion or retention of a student must be based on actual
grades recorded on grade card.
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Grades for each student are to be recorded in a timely manner in the Star Student program. Progress
reports and grade cards are generated from the information entered in Star Student. The progress
reports are distributed quarterly. Grade cards are distributed to the students every nine weeks.

TEXTBOOKS
Textbooks are issued to students on a free-loan basis. They are issued at the beginning of the year and
used by the students throughout the year and then turned back in to the school at the end of the year.
Before a book is issued to a student, the teacher should record the student's name and condition of the
book inside the front or rear cover of the book.
Each teacher must fill out a form at the beginning of the year that indicates all the books issued to
students and keep on file throughout the year. There is also a form to be filled out at the end of the
year that shows all textbooks returned by the students and all of the books in the classroom of each
type.
Lost or badly damaged textbooks must be paid for by the responsible student or parent. Both forms
may be obtained by contacting the school principal.
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APPENDIX D
School Board Policies on Professional Personnel
All board policies are available through the “Brd Policies” link in the banner of the district’s webpage
(http://mcsed.net). Policies affecting teacher positions can be found in the “G: Personnel” section of the
policies.
Listed below are summaries of selected policies that deal directly with teacher issues. The actual
language of the policy has much more detail, and you should read them in their entirety to ensure that
you are in compliance with both the spirit and the letter of the policy.
In-service and Staff Development Opportunities
Definitions of and requirements for completing these professional development sessions are provided in
this policy.
Administrative Days
State and local requirements and guidelines for five administrative days are identified here.
Complaints and Grievances
This policy establishes procedures for the teacher to follow in the event of a dispute over interpretation
of employment practices. It also includes definitions and procedures for Harassment/Discrimination
Grievances.
Staff Conflict of Interest
Teachers are prohibited from using their position to gain a financial advantage in the purchase of goods
or services used by the school.
Staff-Community Relations
The Board requires that community/political activities of the teacher be independent of the Board and
that the activities do not have a potential negative affect on the educational process.
Personnel
Guidelines are here about the documentation that is in personnel records, teacher access/input, and
privacy rights.
Drug-free Workplace
By this policy, the Board has established the requirement for a pre-employment drug test for teachers. It
further requires that teachers convicted of criminal drug and/or alcohol violations provide timely notice
to the Board of the conviction and defines disciplinary actions available to the Board for noncompliance. Also, the Board establishes its right to require a breathe/urine/blood test with reasonable
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suspicion that a teacher is in violation the Drug/Free Workplace policy. Lastly, there are provisions for
testing for pre-promotion or return to duty situations.
Discrimination/Harassment of Employees (Sexual, Racial Ethics, Religious)
This policy defines actions that are discriminatory or harassing in nature and provides guidelines for
reporting possible violations.
Qualifications and Duties of Teachers
This policy lists the licensure requirements for teachers and defines the duties of a teacher.
Staff Positions
Guidelines for reducing the number of teaching positions are written in this policy. The priority for the
decision making process is based upon effectiveness of the teacher and the needs of the students.
Use of Personal Communication and Electronic Devices
Teachers may make personal calls and use electronic devices within these guidelines which are designed
to protect instructional time and not infringe on the privacy rights of others.
Assignment/Transfer
The Director of Schools is given the authority to transfer personnel within the school system for the
efficient operation of the system. Principals may reassign teachers at their building to meet the program
needs of the students.
Non-renewal
While under contract, non-tenured teachers have the same privileges of employment as tenured
teachers. Teachers who are not tenured may be dismissed by the district at the end of their contract
provided adequate and timely notice is given.
Suspension/Dismissal of Non-tenured Teachers
The Board may dismiss a teacher during the contract for cause, being: inefficiency, incompetence,
neglect of duty, insubordination, and/or improper conduct. Guidelines for hearings on the dismissal are
also provided.
Resignation
This policy provides guidance for taking leave, returning from leave or resigning from a professional
position. Further, it lists consequences to licensed personnel who fail to follow the policy.
Personal Health Examinations/Communicable Diseases
If an employee is suspected of having a communicable disease, the Board can require a medical
examination. The director may reassign the teacher to another position pending the final disposition of
the examination.
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Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
If the Board learns that a teacher has HIV-infection or AIDS, they can convene a hearing panel to
determine employment status. HIV-infection or AIDS does not mean that a teacher is unfit for service.
Hepatitis B (HBV)
If the Board learns that a teacher has tested positive for or has been diagnosed with Hepatitis B (HBV),
they can convene a hearing panel to determine employment status. Hepatitis B infection alone does not
mean that a teacher is unfit for service. There are also provisions in this policy for worker safety and
blood-borne pathogen training.
Blood-borne Pathogens (Post-Exposure)
Employees who have been exposed to possible blood-borne pathogen infection during the performance
of their duties will be offered medical testing and any necessary follow-up at no personal expense.
Time Schedules and Extra Duty
Definitions are provided for Daily Schedules and Extra Duty. Clarification on expectations about the
teacher leaving the classroom is also given.
Staff Meetings
Administrators may call meetings of the teachers to promote professional growth and school
improvement.
Non-school Employment
Restrictions are listed as to the nature of acceptable compensated work in which a teacher may engage
while employed in Morgan County Schools.
Emergency and Legal Leave
Guidelines are provided teachers who need to leave work for an emergency, complete jury duty, or
meet other legal obligations.
Sick Leave
Sick leave is defined, restrictions are identified, and rights are established for professional personnel.
Teachers accrue one sick day per month without any maximum.
Sick Leave Bank
The sick leave bank is a provision for teachers to deposit and withdraw common sick days for use as
needed by bank members. The intent of the sick leave bank is to provide additional sick leave days to
members who have exhausted their personal sick leave allotment.
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Personal and Professional Leave
Each teacher has two personal leave days each year that can be used for any reason. Any used annual
personal days will be converted to sick leave days for accrual. Professional leave is short leave granted
upon request for the teacher to participate in activities that are related to school or district business.
Long-Term Leaves of Absence for Professional Personnel
Long-term leaves are defined and rights of the board and the teacher on leave are established
concerning the return to the same or similar staff position and pay during leave.
Family and Medical Leave for Professional Personnel
After 12 months of service, teachers have the right to up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave for family
situations such as the birth of a child or serious family illness.
Military Leave
Military leave will be granted for any teacher who is a member of the Armed Forces of the United States
and is participating in training or service has specific rights to leave and pay.
Bereavement Leave
Teachers have the right to three days of leave for the bereavement of a spouse, parent, step-parent,
parent-in-law, child, sibling, or grandparent.
Substitute Teachers
When a teacher is unable to meet classes for any reason, the following procedures shall be observed:
1. The teacher shall notify the principal as soon as possible.
2. The principal shall secure a qualified substitute teacher who has been approved by the Board.
3. The regular teacher shall notify the principal the day before intending to return to the
classroom: upon receipt of notice, the principal shall notify the substitute teacher.
Ethics
Teachers are expected to observe the Code of Ethics as listed in this policy.
Procedure for Granting Tenure
Specific steps and requirements for eligibility to be granted tenure to teachers is provided in this policy.
Suspension/Dismissal of Non-Tenured Teachers
Specific steps for the suspension, dismissal and resignation of non-tenured teachers are given. General
information about retirement is also provided.
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APPENDIX E
School Board Policies on Student Discipline
The Morgan County Board of Education has adopted several policies which are intended to provide
support and guidance to teachers as they make discipline decisions regarding student behavior issues.
All board policies are available through the “Brd Policies” link in the banner of the district’s webpage
(http://mcsed.net). Student discipline policies can be found in the “J. Student” section of the policies.
Listed below are summaries of selected policies that deal directly with student discipline issues. The
actual language of the policy has much more detail, and you should read them in their entirety to ensure
that you are in compliance with both the spirit and the letter of the policy.
Access to Electronic Resources
Through this policy, the Board establishes their support of a variety of electronic tools in the school
setting. Guidelines in this policy define appropriate uses and authority of the administrative and
technology department staffs to monitor usage and enforce disciplinary actions as needed.
Attendance
Excused and Unexcused absences are defined in this policy. Guidelines for make-up work and
disciplinary procedures are outlined.
Student Discrimination/Harassment and Bullying/Intimidation
Procedures are in place to assist school personnel in recognizing threats to students which have a
negative impact on the educational process.
Medicines
Properly trained personnel are the only ones with authorization to administer medicines to students.
Proper storage of student’s personal medicines is described and parent and student responsibilities are
identified.
Code of Behavior and Discipline
Authority and responsibility is provided through this policy to each school principal to establish a Code
of Behavior and Discipline. Furthermore, the principal is to ensure that the Code is administered
impartially to all students. Exhibit A gives a detailed example of the Board’s expectation of the Code.
Rights and Responsibilities
Student behavior rights and responsibilities are listed.
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Procedural Due Process
Steps are identified to ensure that the procedural rights of a student involved in a disciplinary action are
not violated.
Interrogations and Searches
Detailed guidelines and procedures are established in this policy for searching student materials and/or
person by teachers. Legal definitions of “reasonableness” and “expectation of privacy” are given.
Student Dress and Grooming
Specific language is given to identify appropriate dress and grooming for students at school and school
functions.
Care of School Property
Teachers and other staff are required to immediately report to the principal any damage to school
property as soon as it is discovered.
Discipline Procedures
This policy provides very detailed sample lists by category of both minor and severe disciplinary
misbehaviors and gives suggested consequences for offenses. It also provides guidelines to teachers
about how disciplinary actions impact on the instructional program.
Corporal Punishment
The Board policy supports the administration of corporal punishment, but it also provides specific
guidelines and restrictions for its use. Exhibit A and Exhibit B are documents used to inform parents and
for them to provide permission.
Detention
After school detention is identified as a valid disciplinary action for the teacher who has principal
approval. Guidelines for notifications, times, and purposes are provided.
Child Abuse and Neglect
Teachers are legally obligated to report known or suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect. Specific
information to be reported is listed and legal references for the policy are provided.
Accidents and Illness
Teachers are responsible for provided immediate, appropriate first aid in the event of an accident or
illness at school.
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APPENDIX F
Professional Learning Communities General Guidelines
PLC Team Structures
Horizontal Teams: Teachers who teach the same course or grade level
Vertical Teams: Teachers who teach the same content over different grade levels.
Interdisciplinary Teams: Teachers who share common outcomes across different content
Logical Lnks: Teachers who are pursuing the same learning outcomes (including teachers in special
education or specialist subjects such as music, art, and physical education)
District or Regional Teams: Teachers who want to align outcomes across an entire district or region
Electronic Teams: Teachers who seek connections with colleagues across the district, state, or world

Seven Steps to Building High Performance Teams
In order to help teachers move from a culture of isolation to a culture of collaboration based upon highperformance teams, leaders should:
1. Embed collaboration in the routine practices of the school by organizing teachers into relevant
and meaningful teams.
2. Create time for teams to collaborate during the regular contractual day.
3. Focus the work of teams on the eighteen “Critical Issues for Team Consideration” linked by gains
in student achievement and/or high-performing teams.
4. Monitor the work of teams through the products they generate as they engage in the collective
inquiry of a team doing the “right work” in a professional learning community.
5. Help members of teams clarify their expectations of one another by establishing team norms –
that is, the collective commitments they make to one another regarding how they will work
together.
6. Insist that every team identify and pursue SMART goals.
7. Provide each teacher and each team with relevant and timely information on student
achievement. Provide the basis of comparison essential to converting data into information.
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APPENDIX G
The Effective Teacher by Harry K. Wong
In his book, “The First Days of School,” Harry Wong identifies three characteristics of an effective
teacher: has good classroom management skills, teaches for mastery, and has positive expectations for
student success. Throughout his book he expands on these characteristics with clarifying statements
such as:
1. Your expectations of your students will greatly influence their achievement in your class and in
their lives.
2. Treat students as though they already are what they can be, and you help them to be capable of
becoming what they will be.
3. Call (or write) each home before school begins and again within two weeks.
4. Teachers + Parents = Good Students
5. What you do on the first day of school will determine your success for the rest of the year.
6. Have the room ready for instruction, and make it invitational.
7. Stand at the door and greet the students.
8. Give each student a seating assignment and a seating chart.
9. There must be an assignment posted, and in a consistent location, when the students enter the
room.
10. Start each class with an assignment – immediately. Do not take roll when class begins.
11. Position yourself in the room near the students: problems are proportional to distance.
12. Credibility: Display your diploma and credentials with pride.
13. Dress in a professional manner to model success and expect achievement.
14. The three most important things that must be taught the first week of school are discipline,
procedures and routines.
15. Discipline: Set guidelines, consequences, and rewards immediately.
16. State your procedures and rehearse them until they become routines.
17. The family as a support group is the guardian and disseminator of culture.
18. The school and the church help the family to disseminate culture.
19. Learning is most effective when it takes place in a supportive community of learners.
20. The greater the time students work together and the greater the responsibility students take for
their work, the greater the learning.
21. Cooperate with each other, compete only against yourself.
22. Cooperative learning will prepare students for the competitive, global world economy.
23. Academic Learning Time (ALT): The greater the time students spend working successfully on
task, the greater the student's achievement.
24. The greater the structure of a lesson and the more precise the directions on task procedures,
the lower the error rate and the higher the achievement rate.
25. To increase assignment completion, state your assignments as a set of criteria or objectives.
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26. The greater the structure of a lesson and the more precise the directions on task procedures,
the lower the error rate and the higher the achievement rate.
27. The greater the structure of a lesson and the more precise the directions on task procedures,
the lower the error rate and the higher the achievement rate.
28. To increase assignment completion, state your assignments as a set of criteria or objectives.
29. Use criterion-referenced tests to evaluate the performance of the students.
30. The more frequent the tests, the higher the achievement.
31. Grade on percentage attained, not on the curve. The curve has done more harm to education
than any other technique.
32. Mastery learning plus tutorial instruction results in higher achievement than students taught in
a conventional manner.
33. If a student masters a criterion, give the student enrichment work. If the student does not
master a criterion, give the student remediation and corrective help.
34. The shorter the assignment, the higher the achievement rate.
35. Intersperse questions throughout a lesson. Ask a question after 10 sentences rather than after
50 sentences and you increase the retention rate by 40 percent.
36. Wait Time: Wait five or more seconds after asking a question.
37. Reading: Use short lines and paragraphs. Note how periodicals and junk mail are written.
38. Determine the learning style of your students. Student achievement is greater when the
teaching style matches the learning style.
39. Students score higher on a test measuring attitude towards school and attitude towards a
subject when they learn from an activity-question approach than from a textbook-lecture
approach.
40. Most teachers teach as they were taught in college, a non-validated model of teaching (book,
lecture, activity, test).
41. Learn to make CHOICES to enhance your life. Stop DECIDING what to do because others are
doing it.
42. When you see in a given situation what everyone else sees, you become so much a part of that
situation that you may become a victim of that situation.
43. 80/20 Principle: 80 percent of the teachers are complainers or survivors; 20 percent of the
teachers are happy and successful. 80 percent of the teachers expect the teachers' organization
to bring them rewards; 20 percent of the teachers create and strive for their own rewards.
44. Workers are concerned with time and money. They sit at the back of meetings and put in time.
Leaders are concerned with enhancement and cooperation. They have a career, are talented
and are professional. Some teachers are workers; others are leaders.
45. The four stages of teaching: Fantasy, Survival, Mastery, and Impact.
46. There is no nobility in being better than someone else. The only nobility is being better than
who you were the day before.
47. Self-esteem results from school achievement. You cannot give someone a better self-esteem.
The role of a teacher is to engineer student success.
48. Teachers can only give what and who they are themselves.
49. You may be the only stable adult your students will ever see in their lifetime.
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50. You may be their only hope and dream for a brighter tomorrow.
51. Each person has unlimited potential. Humans are the only species able to improve the quality of
their lives.
52. You can have your achievements or you can have your excuses.
53. You are the only person on the face of the earth who can use your ability. It is an awesome
responsibility.
54. The most important factor to a professional is the quality of the work and the commitment to
the craft.
55. A professional is someone who does not need supervision and regulation to:
56. have a continuing growth plan to achieve competence.
57. continually strive to raise the level of each new group of students.
58. I believe that every teacher can be effective.
59. Inside every great teacher there is an even better one waiting to come out.
60. Those who dare to teach must never cease to learn.
61. The teacher enhances the life and spirit of people.
62. It is the teacher who makes the difference in what happens in the classroom.
63. By far the most important factor to school learning is the ability of the teacher. The more
capable the teacher, the more successful the student.
64. Stop asking, "What am I supposed to do?" Start asking, "What must I know that will help me to
accomplish what I need to do?"
65. There is an existing body of knowledge about teaching that must be known by the teacher.
Power comes to those with the knowledge.
66. Since there is no one best way to teach effectively, the teacher must be a decision maker able to
translate the body of knowledge about teaching into increased student learning.
67. There is no accomplishment without RISK.
68. LOVE.
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APPENDIX H
Comparison of Bloom’s Taxonomy
and Costa’s Levels of Questioning
Bloom’s Taxonomy

Common Description

Knowledge
Define, label, repeat, record, list,
recall, memorize, relate, name
Comprehension
Restate, discuss, describe,
recognize, explain, express,
identify, locate, report, review

Gathering Information

Level One Question (Text
Explicit)
Tell, recall, define, observe,
identify, describe, recognize,
demonstrate, connect, count,
list, match, label, select, discuss
Examples:
Define irony.
Identify the starting date of the
Civil War.

Application
Demonstrate, dramatize,
practice, operate, imply,
schedule, apply, illustrate,
translate, interpret
Analysis
Debate, diagram, distinguish,
compare, question, inventory,
differentiate, criticize, solve,
experiment

Costa’s Levels of
Intellectual Functioning

Thinking About the
Information

Level Two Question (Text
Implicit)
Sort, infer, analyze, sequence,
organize, distinguish, solve,
explain, compare, contrast,
group, classify, construct, relate,
determine, differentiate, deduct,
isolate, specify, characterize,
make analogies, reason
Examples:
Analyze the causes of the Civil
War.
Diagram in order the stages of
mitosis.
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Bloom’s Taxonomy

Common Description

Synthesis
Compose, design, propose,
arrange, formulate, organize,
assemble, prepare, construct
Evaluation
Judge, rate, predict, assess,
choose, evaluate, estimate,
select, value, measure

Applying the New
Information to New
Situations and Making
Judgments

Costa’s Levels of
Intellectual Functioning
Level Three Question
(Experience Based)
Conclude, criticize, reconstruct,
reorganize, justify, judge,
evaluate, imagine, predict,
speculate, forecast, estimate,
create, modify, generalize,
theorize make a model,
extrapolate, apply a principle,
interpret, hypothesize, if/then
Examples:
Imagine you were a soldier in
the Civil War. Describe your
feelings.
Apply the Pythagorean Theorem
to determine this triangle.
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Appendix I
Websites used in Morgan County Schools
Morgan County Schools homepage: http://mcsed.net
(**Indicates link available on MCS homepage)
**

Exchange Mail Server: http://mcsmail.net
Login: lastnamefirstinitial@mcsmail.net, ex. George Washington = washingtiong@mcsmail.net
Password:

**

Aesop Substitute Scheduler: https://www.aesoponline.com/login2.asp
Login: MCS mail account
PIN: Contact Debbie Massengale (massengaled@mcsmail.net or 423.346.6214) to obtain your
PIN number.

**

School Dude Field Trip Request:
https://www.myschoolbuilding.com/myschoolbuilding/msbdefault_email.asp?frompage=/mysc
hoolbuilding/mytriprequestiframe.asp
Login: MCS mail account

**

My Learning Plan (Professional Development Management): http://www.mylearningplan.com/
Login: MCS Mail login
Password: Initial password = changeme and must be changed at first login

**

PD 360 Professional Development On Demand: www.pd360.com
Login: MCS Mail login
Password: Initial password = pd360

**

Battelle for Kids: http://portal.battelleforkids.org/tennessee/home.html?sflang=en
This site requires the user to set up an account. Directions for creating an account are on the
MCS homepage in the link “Battelle for Kids Login Instructions”.

**

Learn 360 Videos: www.learn360.com
This website contains a large collection of videos to used as part of lesson presentations. All
instructional subjects are covered. Contact Judy Cross (crossj@mcsmail.net) for the school
passcode you will need to create your account.

Discovery Education: www.discoveryeducation.com
This website has a versatile on line formative assessment tool. Contact your school curriculum
coach for access code to create your account.
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC): http://parcconline.org
This is the website for Tennessee’s member consortium for Next Generation Assessments
(TEAM)
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Common Core State Standards (CCSS): http://tncore.org
Provides a link to information about the Common Core State Standards
State of Tennessee Curriculum Standards: http://www.tennessee.gov/education/curriculum.shtml
Curriculum standards are linked by academic area or CTE course. There are also links to teacher
resources.
Harry and Rosemary Wong--The Effective Teacher: www.EffectiveTeaching.com
This website has a variety of resources to assist teachers in setting up the classroom for effective
teaching.
Tennessee Educator Acceleration Model (TEAM): http://team-tn.org
The evaluation model used in Morgan County Schools is discussed and sample forms and
examples are located at this site.
Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVAAS):
www.tennessee.gov/education/assessment/test_results.shtml
Provides test data on student achievement to reveal academic growth over a period of time.
Login:
Password:
TEAM Score Retrieval (Randa)
https://tdoe.randasolutions.com/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f
Provides teacher evaluation scores from the TEAM system.
Login:
Password:
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